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molecule: A group of atoms that are bonded together.

mAtteR: Anything that takes up space and has mass.

mAss: A measure of how much a thing resists being moved.

hypothesis: A scientific guess that a scientist makes to explain something they think is true or
think will happen.

expeRiment: A test to collect information about the world to see if a hypothesis is correct.

element: A basic substance made of one type of atom that cannot usually be separated into
simpler substances.

electRons: Very teeny particles with a negative charge of electricity. electrons travel around
the nucleus of every atom.

DnA (Deoxyribonucleic Acid): the written plan in the cells of living things (like plants, animals, and
people) which tells each cell, and as a consequence, the body, how to grow and function.

chemistRy: the study of matter and the changes that happen to it.

chemicAl stRuctuRe: the way the atoms are arranged in a substance.

chemicAl ReAction: A process where the structure of something, like a molecule, gets
rearranged.

cells: small compartments that hold the biological equipment that keeps an organism alive and
working. cells are the basic structural unit for all organisms.

Atoms: Atoms are like the building blocks that put together our universe. Different kinds of
atoms are made by combining different numbers of protons, neutrons and electrons.

Alchemist: someone in ancient times who tried to turn ordinary metals into gold or silver or
find one cure that would work for all sickness.
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X-rAy: invisible rays of high energy and short wavelength that can pass through things and make it
possible to see inside of them.

ribosomes: sphere-shaped structures inside a cell that read the cell's mrNA and make proteins.

ProtoNs: Very teeny particles with a positive charge of electricity. Protons are in the nucleus of
every atom.

ProteiNs: chain-like molecules that are made up of small parts called amino acids.

Periodic tAble: A place that arranges chemical elements, and is organized by the elements
atomic number.
the atomic number comes from how many protons the element has.

Nobel Prize: An award given for amazing work in chemistry, physics, physiology, medicine,
literature, or economics. being given a Nobel Prize is one of the greatest honors a scientist can get!

NeutroNs: Very teeny particles with no charge of electricity. Neutrons are in the nucleus of
every atom except for Hydrogen.
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